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REFLECTION QUESTIONS 

When do I find myself not speaking up? 

What fears do I have around vocal expression - i.e. singing, public speaking, sharing ideas, exclaiming 
when in pain? 

When I can easily express myself through my voice - what do I speak/teach/sing easily + confidently 
about?  

What speech patterns do I have that minimize my vocal efficacy? ('Ummm', qualifiers such as 'like,' 'I 
think,' 'I'm not sure, but ...'). Experiment with removing them from your vocabulary.
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WEEK 3

Take a moment each day, or even a set time once a week, to reflect on how you’re feeling, right now. It 
can be just one or two words! 

Carving out time for reflection, even just a minute each day, is important self-care and can help us follow 
our growth with flower elixirs. 
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EXQUISITE PRACTICES 
 

Explore different ways to expand your vocal expression:  
Join a choir. -- Take voice or elocution lessons. -- Join your local Toastmasters chapter. -- Sing 
aloud in your car. -- Go to a room or place in nature you can play with echo (in the bathtub is 
generally a great place to do this). -- Hum. -- 

Practice speaking up with people who have earned the right to hear your truth. You can even 
preface with "I'm practicing speaking aloud things I would normally keep quiet about." 

Give yourself a musical soundbath - put on your favorite instrumental music and listen with your 
entire body. Trying picking out one instrument, following it through the entire song. (This works best 
when listening through speakers vs. headphones.) 

Go outside and listen to all the sounds - natural and manmade. Let them wash over you. 

If you have a daily practice, try incorporating chanting or mantras that resonate with you. What 
do you notice? 
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